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A powerful platform for board member engagement

Your board of directors has a responsibility to lead your financial institution—and 
a vested interest in its success. Don’t leave them in the dark. Make sure your board 
members have instant access to the latest information on a platform that is not only 
secure, but intuitive and easy to use.  

With NboardPortal, your board of directors can:

Access the most current information for meetings and committee work

The platform has a searchable repository for relevant content and password protection to 
ensure board members have easy yet secure access to the most current versions of essential 
information (e.g., agendas, policies, and meeting minutes).

Vote on key issues and ensure that votes are counted

Our user-friendly voting module facilitates discussion, board policy acceptance, financial 
institution policy approvals, and decision making. It also tracks participation and records 
positions — no more phone polling between meetings! The centralized platform makes it 
easy for board members to communicate with each other and with management, for more 
collaborative governance.  

Acquire the necessary knowledge to oversee compliance and risk 

Instead of communicating via email with board members to prepare them for meetings and 
committee work, upload information directly to the platform so it can be viewed prior to and 
during virtual meetings, minimizing risk. You can also add training materials, streamlining 
orientation of new board members to help facilitate regulatory compliance.
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Key features:

• Secure, web-based system

• Turnkey solution for fast implementation

• Unlimited users and committee structures

• Unlimited storage, updates, and support

• Robust reporting on user activity and access

• Secure permissioning, ensuring committee members only see information relevant to them
and allowing for shared administrative workload

• Automated processes for managing last-minute changes to board information packets, with
alerts for changes

• Ability to add training materials for board members

• Document annotation capability that is permissions-based and private to each
board member

NboardPortal is the powerful platform that keeps your board and executive committee members 
informed and engaged, so they have the knowledge they need to lead your financial institution 
to success.  

Request a demo of NboardPortal today at www.ncontracts.com
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